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Abstract. A sector connection P on T2M — TTM is introduced as a double linear section 
from T2M into JT2M. It is shown that F can be stated both by the groupoid of the invertible 
2-quasi-jets on M and by a linear section from T*M into the space of all 3-sector forms on M. 
The class of the sector connections having geodesies on M and some relations between T and the 
first natural prolongations of linear connections on M are described. 
Key words. Quasi-jet, sector connection, sector form, geodesic, natural first order prolongation 
of linear connections. 
MS Classification. 53 C 05, 58 A 20 
In the paper f l] by means of the canonical structure properties of the iterated 
tangent bundle TrM: = T... TM the concept and basic properties of a quasi-jet 
of order r have been introduced, for r = 2 see also [6]. Quasi-jets of order two provide 
2, useful tool for studying connections on T2M which are closely connected with 
the structure of T2M. In the first part of the present paper we recall some basic 
properties of quasi-jets of order two and three and introduce a Q-connection on T2M 
induced by a connection on the groupoid of all invertible quasi-jets of order two 
on M. Further we define 2-sector connection on T2M and find the one-two-one 
correspondence between the set of all Q-connections and the set of all 2-sector 
connections. Then some geometrical objects connected with a, 2-sector connection 
are modeled, as for example the torsion and the curvature form. The relations 
between sector 3-forms on TZM and 2-sector connections are stated. In the last 
part we deal with geodesies of an 2-sector connection. All presented results are 
discussed from the point of view of natural first order prolongations of a linear 
connection on TM. 
1. Let (n) be the short denotation of a fibre bundle n : Y -• M and let pM: TM T+ M 
or Tf: TM -» TN denote the tangent bundle of a manifold M or the tangent mapping 
•of a diiferentiable map f:M-+N respectively. There exist two or three canonical 
-vector bundle structures (PTM)> (TPM) or (pT2M)> (TpTM), (T2pM) on T2M or on TZM 
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respectively such that the diagrams 
тм< 
pтм* 


















тм^_тp м — т 2 м-p т м —^TM 
are commutative. 
We will use the following induced charts. Let (xx) be a chart on M. Let Xe TxMy 
x=řЛ(0 - *ť(0) = (4 = *'(0), x[ = dx'(0) 
dř 
. Then (xl0,x\) is the induced chart 
on 
ч i 
TM. Let Y = jo((0 -> (4 0 (0, x{(0)) = (*oo = 4(0), *io - x\(0), x01 = ^ 2 1 , 
iv / j g T(TM j t g i v e s th e Educed chart (V005*io> *oi> *ii)
 o n T2M„ 
Iterating this construction we get the induced chart on TrM. The geometrical sence 
of 0- and 1-subscripts is clear. 
Let us recall that a map <p: (T2M x -> (T2N)y or q>: (T3M)X -» (T3N)y is a quasi-jet 
of order two or three if it is a vector bundle morphism (shortly v.b.m.) both from 
(PTM) into (pTN) and from (TpM) into (TpN) or from (pTlM) into (pTlN), from (TpTM) 
into (TpTN) and from (T2pM) into ( J T ^ ) respectively. Let QJ
2(M, N) or QJ3(M, N) 
be the manifold of all quasi-jets of order two or three from M into N. Then there 
exist fibre bundle projections xt: QJ
2(M,N) -> QJX(M, N), i = l , 2 , or xk: 
QJZ(M,N) -» QJ2(M,N), k = 1,2,3, where Xjp, x2<p or x ^ , *2<p, x3<p are the 
base maps of q>: (TpM) -> (TpN), (pTM) -> (pTN) or <p: (r2/7M) -> (T2pN), (TpTM) -> 
-• (7>rH), (PT2M) -» (/?T2N) respectively. 
Let (y:.E-*Mbea vector bundle and VE0 be the set of all vertical vectors on E 
at the points of the zero-section 0: M -> £, Tq(VE0) = 0 c TM, pE(VE0) = 0 c: E. 
Denote by V0 the injection E -*TE determined by V0(a) =j0(ta), t e R. It is clear 
that V0(E) = VE0. In the case of the vector bundles on iterated tangent bundles 
we add some subscripts to the notations V0. The injection V01: TM -*> T2M, induced 
by PM' TM -> M, determines the fibre projection x\: QJ2(M, N) -» J(M, N), x\<p = 
= (Poi)"1 • <P - V01. Quite analogously the injections V02, V02: T2M -* T3M induc-
ed by the vector bundle structures (TpM), (pTM) and the injection TVoi give the 
projections x2l9x\9x\: QJ
2(M,N) -» QJ2(M,N). By [1], the set Jr(M,N) of all 
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non-holonomic jets from M into N is a submanifold of QJr(M, N). As a special 
case of Propositions 3 and 4 in [1] we introduce 
Lemma 1. A quasi-jet A e QJ2(M, N) is a non-holonomic or semi-holonomic jet iff 
x\A = x2A or x\A = x2A = xxA respectively. A quasi-jet A e QJ
3(M, N) is a non-
holonomic or semi-holonomic if x\A = x\A = x3A, x\A = x2A or x\A = x\A = 
= x\A = xxA = x2A = x3A respectively. 
In the induced chart on r 2M the canonical involution i2 on T2M, see [3], has the 
following coordinate form: i2(x
l, x\0, x01, x\t = (x\ ^01, x\0, x\1). In the case 
of T3M, two involutions both i3 induced by the structure T2(TM) and Ti2 generate 
the group I3 = \Ti2, i3~] of diffeomorphisms on T3M. In general there is a group Ir 
of diffeomorphisms on TrM which is issomorphic with the group of all permutations 
of the set {1 , . . . , r}. Propositions 5 and 6 of [1] give 
Lemma 2. If A is a semi-holonomic 2-jet or 3-jet then A is holonomic ifi2 . A . i2 = 
= A or g~l . A . g = A for every ge I3 respectively. 
Let AeQJrx(M,N)y, BeQJ
r
y(N,Z)z. Then B. A e QJ
r
x(M, Z)z will denote the 
composition of quasi-jets A and B. A quasi-jet A e QJX(M, N)y is said to be invertible 
if there exists B e QJry(N, M)x such that B . A = IdiTrM)x. By the standard procedure 
it can be shown that QL2m: = Inv QJ0(R
m, Rm)0 or QH
rM: = Inv QJr0(R
mM), m = 
= dim M, or Qn2M: = Inv QJr(M, M) is a Lie group or a principal bundle with 
the structure group QLm or a Lie grupoid of operators on TrM which is a fibre bundle 
associated with QHTM. 
Now, by Ehresmann's approach to connections we introduce a special connection 
on T2M. Let a: QJ
r(M, N) -+ M or b: QJr(M, N) — N) be the source or target 
projection. Let U be a neighbourhood of x,xeM. Denote Qxn
2M = {As Qn2Mr 
a(A) = x}. Let y : U -> Qxn
2M be a cross-section of (b) such that y(x) = ld{TlM)x. 
Then the jet j^y is called an element of connection on Qn2M at x. Let CxQn
2M be 
the set of all elements of connections at x and CQn2M be the space of all elements 
of connections on Qn2M. Then a connection on Qn2M is a global cross-section F: 
M -> CQn2M of the fibre bundle a: CQn2M -» M. Every connection F on Qn2M 
induces the connection TTlM: T2M -* JT2M, rTlM(u) == jx(z h> y(z) (u), where T(x) =• 
= jxy) and JT2 is the first-jet prolongation of T2M -» M. 
Definition 1. A connection X: T2M -* JT2M on T2M is called a Q-connectiot if 
there exists a connection T on Qn2M such that X = TTlM. 
In the induced chart (x\ x\0, x01, x?tl) on T2M the equations of A e Qn
2M have 
the following coordinate form 
(1) yio = c[0Jxi09 y01 = c01jx
J




01 4- c^jx^ . 




Let F: M -> CQn2M be a connection on Qn2M. In the induced chart let .T(x) = 
=ii((^) »•> (*'> *ioj(*)» <W-0- ciijW. <&(*)> A w h e r e ceiW = 41- e = 1 0 > 0 1 > l h 
Then 
^723*0* » x i o > x o i > * i 1) = 
= Ii ((zf) H>(Z, c10Xz)x^0, c0\fe)x0
i
l9 c)k(z)x^Qx^ + clXj(z)xlt) = 
= (x 1 0, *oi,
 x i i ' M*(x)xio» v/fc(*)*oi5 v/*uW*io*oi + ^y«xn)' 
i.e. 
(2) *'m = *-VJ, e = 10,01, 
* l l u ~ -* j*i#* 10*01 + 1 juxU* 
Let TC2M or n2M or rc2M be the Lie groupoid of all invertible non-holonomic or 
semi-holonomic or holonomic 2-jets from M into M. Let us recall that 7t2M, n2M, n2M 
are submanifolds of Qn2M. A Q-connection X on T2M is called non-holonomic or 
semi-holonomic or holonomic if its determining connection F is a connection on 
5r2M or n2M or 7i2M. Lemmas 1 and 2 imply 
Proposition 1. Let X be a Q-connection determined by a connection T on Qn2M. 
Then X is non-holonomic or semi-holonomic or holonomic ifl xtr = x\T or x^T = 
= x2T = x\r or xxr = x2r = x\r and i2n2 = T respectively, where i2Ti2(x) = 
=Jx(hy(z) hi ^^(x) = />.?> r(x) =jlxy. 
In general, a connection on T2M is a cross-section X : T2M -> JT2M. We will 
construct a special connection on T2M from this point of view. At first we recall 
some properties of vector bundles. The following one is well known. 
Lemma 3. Let qx: E -> M, q2: Y -> E be vector bundles. J^et JY be the first-jet 
prolongation of the fibre bundle qx .$2: Y -+ M. Then Jq2: JY -> JE9 Jq2(h) == 
= JqiUxf) =Jl(<92f) Is a vector bundle. 
Since pTM, TpM: T2M -> TM and pM: TM -* M are vector bundles then by 
Lemma 3 JpTM, JTpM: JT2M -+ JTM are vector bundles, too. 





• > E  
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where (q,), (vi), i = 1, 2, are vector bundles, \j/ is a v.b.m. from (vt) into (v2) and wt 
is a v.b.m. from Yt onto Ei9 be commutative. Then \fy1 is a v.b.m. from (<1\) into (q2). 
Proof. Let u1, w2 e (E^)X. Then there exist ill9u2e (vt) such that w^iii) = ui9 
i = 1,2. Then W i w i + l2w2) = w2 . i/>('iWi + t2u2) -= ttw2 . i/rfo) + t2W2 . \\t(u2) = 
= trf i(wi) + hl'ifa). 
Definition 2. 4̂ connection X: T2M -* JT2M is called a sector connection if X is 
a v.b.m. both from (pTM) into (JpTM) and from (TpM) into (JTpM). 
Let X be a sector connection on T2M. Denote by Xx = nxX or X2 = 7t2A the under­
lying map of X from (pTM) into (JpTM) or from (rpM) into (JTpM)m 
Proposition 2. JfX is a sector connection on T2M then Xx andX2 are linear connections 
TM. 
on Proof. It is clear that diagram 
тм 
P'PM 
1 , ?^\JTM 
л т 2 м 
V P м 
тм 2> Jтм 
-м 
is commutative. Recall that pTM or TpM is a v.b.m. from (TpM) onto (pM) or from 
(PTM) onto (pM) respectively. Obviously JpTM and JTpM are vector bundle morphisms. 
Then by Lem ma 4 Xx and X2 are linear. 
In the induced charts (x\x\0,x01,x\^) on F2M and (x\ x\09 x0l9 x\l9 x\0j9 
•^oijjxiii) ° n JT2M we obtain the following coordinate equations of a sector 
connection X: 
(3) x\0u = 'F^xU, x01u =




 3FJU9 Fjku) is called the Christofrel's functions of X. 
Let JV0 : JFM -> Jr2M, JV0(x\ x\, x[j) = (x\ 0, 0, x\, 0,0, x^), be the first-jet 
prolongation of the canonical injection V0 : TM -» VTM c T2M. Hence JV0 is 
a v.b.m. from JTM into (JprM) as well as from JTM into (JTpM). Let (JV0)~ * be the 
inverse map to JV0 : JTM - J(VTM0). 
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Lemma 5. Let A be a sector connection on T2M. Then x\X = A3 : = 
: = (JVo)"1 . A . V0 : TM -> J
XTM is a linear connection on TM. 
Proof follows from the coordinate equations x\} =
 3Flujx" of A3. Hence every 
vector connection A determines three linear connections Xl9 X2, A3 on TM the Chris-
toffel's functions of which are 1F}k9
 2Fjk9
 3F!k. 
Comparing (2) with (3) we get 
Proposition3. There exists the (\ ^-correspondence between the set of all sector 
connections and the set of all Q-connections on T2 M. 
We say that a sector connection A is non-holonomic or semi-holonomic or holo-
nomic if the corresponding Q-connection is non-holonomic or semi-holonomic or 
holonomic respectively. Then, in the non-holonomic and semi-holonomic cases, 
Proposition 1 can be reformulated in the following way. 
Proposition 4. A sector connection A on T2 M is non-holonomic or semi-holonomic if 
the linear connections on TM determined by A satisfy the conditions At = A3 or Xx = 
— A 2 — A$. 
The canonical involution i2 : T2M -> T2Minduces the involution Ji2 : JT2M -> 
-> JT2M. If A is a sector connection then the map Ji2 . A . i2 : T2M -> JT2M is the 
sector connection on T2M determined by the equations: 
A 1 0 M "~ r ju -M0> A01M ~ rju^0l9 
Xllu = Fjkju\X) *10X01 + Fju X l l > 
Then the assertion of Proposition 1 on holonomic Q-connections can be rephrased 
in the following way: 
Proposition 5. A sector connection A on T2M is holonomic if is semi-holonomic and 
Jl2 . A . l2
 ==z A . 
This result coincides with [8]. 
A sector connection A is called projectable or 1-symmetric if Aj = A2 or if it is 
semi-holonomic and its underlying connection kx is without torsion. 
Now we will construct some vector fields of a sector connection A on T2M. Before 
we recall that every connection y : Y -> JY on a fibre bundle n : Y -> M can be 
interpreted as a map (y-lift) Hy : YxMTM -> TY such that Tn . Hy(X) = X and 
Hy(y) : {y}xTxM-+ TyY is linear. Hence y determines the decomposition TY = 
= VY © Hy, where VY -> Y is the vector bundle of all vertical vectors on (ft) 
and Hy -> Y*is the vector bundle of all y-horizontal vectors, i.e. of all images under 
the y-lift Hy. For X e TY we have X = vy(X) + Hy(X), where vy(X) or Hy(X) denotes 
the vertical or horizontal part of X. 
Let A be a sector connection on T2M. Let ueT2M. Set S^(u) : = Hk(u) [prjvf(
M)]> 
S2(u) := HX(u) \TpH(u)\ Obviously u H> S\(u)y u H> S
x
2(u) are vector fields on T2M 
In local charts it holds 
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Sfrc\ xi0 , x0l, JC'U) = x\0 dldx' + 'F^xjox-Jo dtdx[0 + 
+ 2 ^ . 4 1 . o ^ 4 i + [r.*„x_o4i*_o +
 3Fj^iiXiol3ldx[l, 
S2(x , x10, x01,
 x n ) = xoi vlvx 4- Fjfc-^io^oi ^/^xio -f-
+ ^i*xoixoi 8/dx01 + (P}*_
xioxoixoi + -^}fcxiixoi dldx\it 
We see that Ŝ  coincides with S2 on the submanifold of all velocities of order two, 
xio = xoi • 
Let ks be a linear connection on FA/ determined by A. Let 5S : b »-> Hks(b) (b) = 
= x\ d/OV" + sFljkx[x\ d/dx
1,. be the spray of As. Being a natural first order prolonga-








10 d/dx[0 + x^ dldx'oi + 
+ ( ^jk,uxioxioxoi + I7jfcxnxio + Fjkx10xll)dloxll9 
where we use FjktU := dFjJdx". Let Xe FxM. There exists a unique vector X of the 
spray of X2 such that prM(X) = X. As(przM, FprM, F2pM) : F3AJ -> B3M c x£MF2A/ 
is an affine bundle associated with FA/, see [9], therefore 
(4) P,(X): = [S}(*) - T„.(*)] = (f.ta +
 3F„2fi. - 'I.*,. -
- ^ j , 2 ^ ) *i*i*i 3/3x', X = (x!, „'.), 
is a tangent vector in TXM. A geometrical relation of [3 to X will be given later. 
Further it will be useful to find some sector connections which are connected with 
three linear connections kx, X2, A3 determined by a sector connection k in a natural 
way. Recall the well known "pull-back" construction of connections. Let n{ : Y{ -> 
-> X,-, / = 1, 2, be two fibre bundles. Let (<P9 cp) : Yx -> Y2 be a fibre morphism such 
that <_> | {Yj)_ is a diffeomorphism for every x e X,. Let F : Y2 -> JY2 be a connection 
on Y2. Let 0*F denote a connection on Yj such that <P*T(h — jx(z -> #~V<P(~))> 
where T(<P(h)) = J^(x) i//, hE(Y1)x. Let As, s = I., 2, 3, 4, be linear connections on 
TM. The projection vL : VTM = Ti\lxMTM -> FA/ on the second summand is 
a v.b.m. over pM : TM -> Msuch that v*A3 is a connection on prM : VTM -> FM. 
Let H/4 -> TM be a vector bundle of all A4-horizontal vectors on TM. Then 
(TpMk4) := FpM |H;.4 : HkA -• FA/ is a v.b.m. over pM such that the connection 
(TpMk4) *k2 on HA4 -> FA/ can be constructed. In local charts let 
K - (x*, A) ^ )\m » (z\ %(z) x[)) = (x\ x\, x\j = sF)kx{)9 
sh)(x) = 6). 
As 
»L(X\ x i 0 ) o, x io = (
x*> x i = xii)» 
then 
v*Lk3(x\




f, xi0 , x01, xii =
 4Fjfcx^4i)) = (*'.








Composing these connections with Ax we get 
v%Xl(x\x[0,Q,x\i)=jx((z)^(z
l,z[0 = ^ j ^ x i o ^ ^ n =
 3h}(*)*ii)), 
(TpmA4)*A2(u)A1 =IX
1 ( (z ' )^(z\ 'hjOO^o, 2M4i 5 ^ ^ ' f c t o ^ o ' f c f W x ' o i ) . 
Let v^Aj ®Al (TpMk^H2X1 denote a connection on F2M -> M determined by 
\X , XlQ , XQl , X | J ) = 
= [(*', xio, 0, xl t - *Fjkx{0x
k
oi) + PTM(*<-, X'10, X01 , ' - f c ^ o . ) ] -
- ^ ( ( z ) ^ ( z f , lhfe)x{0,
 2h%z)xJ0l,








i.e. by the following equations 
(-V X 1 0 « = I^ju^lO' X 01u = rV"X01 
*ii„ = CF)k,u +
 4F^F}M +
 442PL - "F^F^xUx^ + ^ x ^ . 
Comparing (5) with (3) we get. 
Lemma 6. The connection v^A3A1 ®Al (FpMA4)*A2A1 15 a sector connection on T2M 
which is non-hohnomic or semiholonomic ifl Xx = X3 or A2 = A2 = X3 respectively. 
We can reformulate the Janyska result [4] in the following way. He has stated 
an 8-parameter family J of the sector semi-holonomic connections which are the 
natural first order prolongations of a linear connection y on TM projectable over y. 
Let us recall the Christoffel's functions of two connections of this family established 
earlier by Kol&f [5] and by Oproiu [7]: 
(6) F)ku = F)ktU + F\kF)u + FjrFL - F;MF;k, Kolaf 
FjkM = Fju.k + FjtFL, Oproiu 
where F)k are the Christoffel's functions of y. Now (5) and (6) immediately give in the 
case Ax = A2 = A3 = y the following assertion. 
Proposition 6. The connection v*y . y ©y (TpMy)*y . y is the Koldfs prolongation 
ofy. 
Let A be a sector connection on T2M and At, A2, A3 be the linear connections on TM 
determined by A. Then the sector connection A* = i ^ A j ®Al (TpMX^*X2X1, s = 
= 1,2,3, is called s-conjugated to A. 
Let Xl9X2,X3eTxM. There exists ue(T3M)x such that pTM.pTlM(u) = X1, 
TPM-PT2M(U) = Xi> TPM • TpTM(u) = X3. Since Hk(u), H^u) lie in the same fibre 
of the affine bundle (pr2M> TpTM, TTpM) : T3M -+ B3M, see [9], we set 
Vs
A(Xt, X2, X3) := Hx(u) - H»(u) e TM. 
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In induced charts using (3) and (5) we get 
(7) Vs(Xj, X2, X3) = (F)ku + F\uF)k -
 sFjku -
 sF\k F)u -
 sF}t Fku) x{x2x
u. 
This means that V* is a cross-section M -• TM © (®2T*M). It is called the 
/^-difference of X. 
From (4) and (7) we obtain 
Lemma 7. If X is protectable, i.e. Xx = X2, then px(X) = V^(X, X, X). 
A * 
Clearly V / = 0. Therefore if X is the Kolar's prolongation of a linear connection y 
on TM then V* = 0 and conversally if Xe J and VA = 0 then A is the Kolar's con-
nection. In the case of the Oproiu's prolongation we have. 
Lemma 8. IfX is the Oproiu's prolongation of a linear connection y then VA = — <Py, 
where <Py is the curvature form ofy. 
Proof. Using (7) we get 
v = (F)Ufk - F)ku + F\uFjk — F\kF)u)x{x2x
u
3. 
2. On a torsion form of a sector connection X. Let A be a sector connection and 
let XX,X2, X3 be linear connections on TM determined by X. Let 
A = a\xJ, xi)8ldxl + 'F^xia^/dxi, 
B = b\xj, xi)dldxl + 'F^xi d/dx[ 
be Xx-horizontal vector fields on TM. Let TA : T(TM) -• T(T2M) be the tangent 
map of A : TM -> T(TM). Then the 2-vertical part WBA := vkTA(B) of TA(B) 
determines a vector field on TM which will be called the absolute derivative of A 
with respect to B according to X. Using the Lie bracket [A, B~\ we get 
(8) VAB - VBA - [A, B] =
 2F)k(a




kbs - bkas) dldx[ 
Let a,b,ce TXM. Let A, B be vector fields on M such that A(x) = a, B(x) = b. 
Let A or B be the ylx-lift of A or B respectively. Put 
x\a, b, c) = (VAB - VBA - [A, £])(c) G TCTM © A
2r*M. 
It is obvious by (8) that we have a cross-section xk : M -• T(rM) © (T*M A2 T*M) 
which will be called the torsion form of X. 
Lemma 9. If the underlying connection X2 of a sector connection X is without torsion 
then rx is a cross-section M -> TM © T*M A2 T*M. 
Proof follows from (8). 
Let a,b,CG TXM. Set x*(a, b, c) = vxx\a, b, c). By (8) we have 





kbu - bkau) d/dx*. 
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Hence x\ is a cross-section M -* TM © T*M A2T*M which is called the torsion 
of X with respect to Xs. 
Proposition 7. Let X be a sector connection on T2M. Then the torsion of the sector 
connection X*, 1-conjugated to X, coincides with the curvature form ofXx, i.e. x\
l = <PXi. 
Proof follows from (5) and (9). 
T J = <ř 
Corollary. If X is the Kolar's prolongation of a linear connection y on TM then 
Remark 1. If X is 1-symmetric then the antisymmetrisation Ax\ ofx\ has the follow­
ing coordinate form 
Ax\ = 2F)ku dx
j A dx* A dx" ® d/dx*. 
On a Curvature form of X. In general, the curvature form of a connection F on 
a fibre bundle n : Y -» M is the section &r : Y -> VY © A
2 T*M, where <Pr(y, a, b) = 
= vr([HrA, HrB]y), A, B are vector fields on M such that A(ny) = a, B(n(y)) = b. 
Let X be a sector connection on T2M the underlying connections Xx and X2 o 
which are intergrable. Let a,b,c,deTxM. There exists ^-horizontal vector he 
eT(TM), s= 1,2,3, such that pTAi(h) = c, TpM(h) = d. Set cps(c,d,a,b) = 
= 4>A(/i, a, fc). In the induced charts we get 
cps(c, d, a, b) = 
= (Ftkw Fuj + F
l





xcudk(awbj - ajbw d/dx1. 
This yields 
Lemma 10.. (psis a cross-section M -* TM ® (®
2 F*M)A 2 T*M. Quite analogously, 
putting 
ipsq (c, d, a, b) = <Px(h, a, b) - <Px*(h, a, b) 
we get a cross-section \[/sq : M -• TM © ( ©
2 r * M ) A2 T*M in the case of any sector 
connection X on T2M. 
3. On relations between sector connections and sector forms. Let xrM -» M 
denote the vector bundle of all sector r-forms on M, see [9]. Let us recall thatfe T ^ M 
is a function (TrM)x -> R linear according to all canonical vector bundle structures 
on TrM. As every g e Ir is a v.b.m. from a v.b. structure on Tr M into another one 
therefore the group Ir acts on x
rM by gf(X) =f(g(X)), Xe TrM, gelr, fex
rM. 
We are interested in the cases r = 2, 3. The extension of our considerations for an 
arbitrary integer r > 0 is only a technical matter. In the induced charts (x\ x[0> 
*o i , * i i ) on T2M and (x^xiooXoxo, x i 1 0 , x 0 0 i , x i 0 l , x 0 1 1 , x i u ) on T3M the 
following coordinate form off holds, see [9]: 
/ex 2 M 9 f = ayxio*oi + «i*ii, f = (x*, ai9 ai})9 
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J ex M, f = aijkx100x010x001 +
 aijX100x011 + bijX101x010 -f 
+ covXnoxooi + aiXlll-
The above introduced canonical injection V01 : FM -> F2M, (x\ x[) \-+(x\0, 0, x[), 
induces the fibre bundle structure xt :x
2M -> T*M, x>\f'. = f.V01 = a^. Set 
(x2M)0 =- {fex
2M, xtf=0 e T*M). Let Xx, X2eTxM. Then there exists Xe T2M 
such that prM(X) = Xx, 7pM(X) = X2. L e t / e (T
2 M ) 0 . Setting f(X,, X2) = f(X) = 
= aijx[xJ2 we get the identification (T
2M)0 = T*M © T*M,f\->f 
Lemma 10. The fibre bundle xx : x
2M -> T*M is an affine bundle associated with 
T*M 0 T*M. 
Proof follows from the fact that every couple / = (x\ at, a?), f2 = (x\ a{, a?) 
such that xtf\ = xxf2 determines the unique element / — f2 = (x
1, 0, a\ — a2,) e 
G (T2M)0 = T*M 0 F*M. 
In the case of the canonical involution i2 on F2M, i2f' = f. i2 is a sector 2-form 
such that xx(i2f) = xj. Therefore A / : = / - i2f= (x\ 0, au - ayl) e A
2F*M. It 
will be called the difference of / The sector 2-form / 2 / i s said to be transposed t o / 
We say t h a t / i s symmetric i f / = i2f, i.e. if A/vanishes. 
Quite analogously, in the case r = 3, three injections from F2M into T3M: 
V02 ' (x , x1 0 , x 0 1 , x x l ) i-> (x , x 1 0 , 0, 0, 0, 0, x 0 1 , X11L), 
V02 : (* 9 x 1 0 , x 0 1 , x x l) i-> (x , 0, x 0 1 , 0, 0, x 1 0 , 0, x n ) , 
Voi '• \x 9 x 1 0 , x 0 1 , x11) »-> (x , 0, 0, x 1 0 , x0 1 , 0, 0, x l t ) , 
determine three submersions T2M -* T2M: 
*lf'' =f'Vl2
=s aijx\oxoi + atx[l9 
*lf'- = / • voi = M i o ^ o i + ajx'n, ' 
*if: = / • ^V 0 1 = cux[0x
J
01 + fl-X^. 
Let co c (T3M)0 := {fe T
3M, x2f = %2/ = * } / = 0}. Let X,, X2, X3 e ^M . Then 
there exists Xe (F3 M)x such thatp rMp r2M W =
 xi 9 TpMpTlM(X) = X2, TpMTpTM(X) = 
= X3. It is easy to see that the map co\-> to, co(X1, X2, X3) = co(X) = aijkx[x
J
2x3 is 
a vector bundle isomorphism from (T3M)0 onto ©
3F*M. Denote by B3 the image 
of T3M under the map(x}, x\, x\) : x3M -* x2MxT*Mx
2MxT*Mx
2M. Let col9 co2 
be two sector 3-forms such that (x\, x\, x\) (coj = (x\, x\, x\) (co2). Then to1 - co2 e 
e (T3M)0 and it holds. 
Lemma 11. The fibre bundle (x\, x\, x\) : x2M -+ B3 is an affine bundle associated 
with ®3T*M. 
The group 73 acts on T
3M. For example 7Y2(f) is a sector 3-form and it is easy to 
see that x\ . Ti2(f) is transposed to x\f, x\ . Ti2(f) is transposed to x\f and 
x\. Ti2(f) = x\f. A sector 3-form / is called sub-symmetric if x\f= x\f= x\f 
is symmetric. In the case of a sub-symmetric sector 3-form/for every g e 73 it holds 
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*2f(f) = *\g(f) = *\g(f) = *!/• Then Af:= £ (sgng)-</), where sgng is 1 or - 1 
if the permutation g is even or odd, lies in (T3M)0. In the induced chart A/ = 
= S(sgng)flff(1)l-(2)lf(3). 
geh 
LetpL : Rx...xR -> # be the projection on the last summand. Let A e QJ
r(M, K), 
y4 : (TrM)x -» rr.R = x
2r/?. Then obviously fA := pL. Aisa. sector r-form. For every 
sector r-form/there exists A e QJr(M, R)0 such that/^ = / We will say that a sector 
r-form / is non-holonomic, semi-holonomic, holonomic if there exists a non-holo-
nomic, semi-holonomic, holonomic r-jet A e QJr(M9 R)0 such that fA = / . It is clear 
that every sector 2-form is semiholonomic and it is holonomic if i2f = f As a conse-
quence of Lemma 1 we get 
Lemma 12. A sector 3-form f is non-holonomic or semi-holonomic if x\f = xjf 
or x\f= xlf= x{f respectively. 
Lemma 13. A semi-holonomic sector 3-form f is holonomic if Ti2f = f ^ /3/. 
Remark 2. I f / e T2 M is holonomic then it is sub-symmetric and A/ = 0. 
Now we turn to the relations between connections and sector forms. At first we 
recall that the Libermann's identification Lx : JT*M -> J
2(M, R)0 induces the 
identification Lr: J
rT*M -> \Jr~l(J2(M9 R)~]0 c J
r+1(M, R)0 with the property 
Lr(J
rT*M .= Jr+1(M, R)0 where J
r or Jr denotes the functor of the non-holonomic 
or semi-holonomic r-jet prolongation of fibre bundles. It is well known that a linear 
connection y : TM -> JFM induces the linear connection y* : T*M -> JT*M = 
= J2(M9 R)0. It is clear that J
2(M, R)0 = T
2M. Therefore every linear connection y 
determines the linear cross-section y* : T*M -> x2M. 
Proposition 8. Let C : T*M -> T2M be a linear cross-section. Then there exists the 
unique linear connection y : TM -> JTM such that for any u e TM and for every 
z e T*m(u)M the y-horizontal space Hyu is the kernel 0/C(Z)» *".£• C(Z) (H?u)
 = 0. 
Proof. In the induced chart let C be given by the equations zt = zi9 zu = yfj(x)zk. 
Then for Xe TUTM C(Z) (JO = (?jf*io*oi + x
k
xl zk. This means that C(z) (X) = 0 
for every zeT*Miu) iff x^ = -*yyx[0x
J
0i9 i.e. iff X is a horizontal vector of the 
linear connection y the Christoffel's functions of which are —y^(x). Clearly, y is 
unique. 
Remark on the converse of Proposition 8. If y : TM -> JTMis a linear connection 
with the Christoffers functions yj(jc) then -y?j(x) are the Christoffel's functions of y* 
and the induced cross-section f* : T*M -> T2Mis given by zi = zi9 z(j = -y?j(x)zk9 
Le.?*(z)(Hyu) = 0. 
Corollary. There exists the (\9\)-correspondence between the set of all linear con-
nections on TM and the set of all linear cross-sections C - T*M -> r2M. 
Remark 3. If a linear connection y is determined by a linear section C - T*M -> 
-> x2M then the transposed connection y* is determined by the cross-section Cr 
transposed to C- Then AC : = C - V : T*M -> A2T*M is a vector bundle morphism 
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and it coincides with the classical torsion tensor T : M -> TM © A2T*M of y. 
Then y is without torsion if £ is holonomic. 
Remark 4. Every connection e : F*M -> JT*M on F*M determines the cross-
section e : T*M -> T2M. If £ is not linear, e = e0(x, Z) xi0x01 + ztx\l9 then fi(0) e 
e (T2M)0 = T*M © F*M. 
By similar considerations we get for r = 3: 
Proposition 9. Let h : T*M -> T2M be a linear cross-section. Let Xx, X2 be the 
linear connections on TM determined by the cross-sections x]h9 x\h : T*M -> T
2M. 
Then there exists a unique sector connection X on T2M such that ntX = Xl, n2X = X2 
and for every X-horizontal vector X e (Xy)X9 for every z e TXM h(z) (X) = 0 at any 
xe M. 
Proof. Let h be given by zt = zi9 au =
 lh\(x) zk9 b{j =
 2h^(x) zk9 ctj =
 2h~(x) zk9 
aiju = nuu(x) zk- Then x\k = —
 sh)kx{ are the equations of Xs9 s = 1,2. Because of 
it any sector connection F such that nxr = Xl9 n2T = X2 has the following equations: 
*iojt = ~" hjkxi09 x0lk = — hJkxol9 
xllk = Fjuk(x)X 10*01 + -^jk(*) *11> 
i.e. Xe TW(T2M is F-horizontal iff 
*ioi = — "jfc*ioo*ooi > *on = ~" "yfc*oio*ooi J 
*111 = (v/uk* 100*010 + Fjkxllo)X001-
IfXeHFthen 
h(z) (X) = l(h)uk - %
2hU - 2h\u%k + F)uk) x{00xS10x
fc
001 + 
+ Chijk + F
ijk)xJiio4oilZi-
Therefore h(z) (X) = 0 for every z e T*M and every Xe (Hr)x iff 
(10) F)uk =
 2h\u%k + %
2h\k - h)uk9 F)k = -
3 h ) k . 
These equations determine the unique sector connection X of the desired properties. 
Remark 5. Any couple of the linear connections induced by three linear sections 
x\h9 x\h9 x\h : T*M -> T
2M which are determined by a linear cross-section 
h : T*M -> T3M can be chosen as the underlying connections ntX9 n2X of the sector 
connection X constructed by h in the sence of Proposition 9. Hence there exist 3 2 
sector connections on T2M determined by h. If h is semi-holonomic then X is unique. 
Proposition 10. Let X be a sector connection on T2M. Then there is a unique linear 
cross-section h : T*M -* T2M such that x\h9 x\h are determined by the linear con-
nections ntX9 n2X on TM and h(z) (X) = 0 for every X-horizontal vector Xe (HX)X 
and for every z e T*M at any x e'M. 
Proof is quite analogous to that of Proposition 9. 
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Remark 6. It is easy to see that in general a sector connection X determines 32 
linear cross-sections h : T*M -> T3Af. Nevertheles there is the (1,^-correspondence 
if/ : X -» h such that the connections n^, n2X correspond to the cross-sections x\ft, x\h. 
At any case, x\h induces the connection X3 on TM determined by X. This means that X 
is non-holonomic if x\h = x\h. Hence X induced by a non-holonomic cross-section ft, 
x\h = x\h9 is non-holonomic if ft is semi-holonomic. 
According to the correspondence if/ we introduce the action of the group I3 
on the set of all sector connections on T2M by g(X) = g(\j/X). For instance if 
CF^, 2Fjk9
 3 F^ , F)uk) are the Christoffel's functions of X then 
/ l r i lr?i 2rl lr?i 3 pi 3ri 
( *}k = *k}> ^}k=z *k}> *}k= *}k> 
Vi _ . rpi l r i 2r?t 2ri lrpt , 2j?i lrpt , l ^ i 2j?t \ 
*}uk = * « ; * ~ *ut *}k ~ * f j *uk + ^ t j -**« + * lit -* jy) 
are the Christoffel's functions of Ti2X. 
Let Xi € TXM9 i = 1,2, 3. There exists u e (T3M)X such that 
PTMPT2M(U = X i , TpMpTlM(u) = X29 TpMTpTM(u) = x3. 
If A is a 1-symmetric sector connection then it is easy to compute that 
AX(Xt, X2, X3) : = £ sgng Hfl(ii) = £ sgng ^LoJ.c^i.o^i'
0^!^2^^^^. 
where /f^ (H) denotes the gA-horizontal part of u as it was introduced above. It 
means that Ay : M-• TM® A3T*Af. Comparing it with Remark 1 we get 
Proposition 11. If X is a 1-symmetric sector connection on T2M then Az\ = 1/2 AX. 
Remark on a construction of the Kolif s prolongation of a linear connection 
on TM. Let y : TM -> JTM9 x[k = rjkx{, be a linear connection. Let y* : T*M -> 
-> T2Af, zf = zi9 zjk = —r]kzi9 be the cross-section induced by y. Denote by 
f7 : T*MxMT2M->R the function defined by/y(z,t) =?*(z)(/)= -rjk(x)zix{0^1 + 
+ z,*^. Then / * :=p2.Tfy: T(T*M) xTMT(T2M) -> R is a linear form on 
T*MxMT2M9 where p2 : 77* = .Rx _R -» R is the projection on the second summand. 
In coordinates we get 
fy — ~~Tjk,uzixioxoi &x "" FJkx10x01 dzt — rJkztx01 dx10 — 
- ^ W i o d*$i + *ii d*y + ZJ dxJlt. 
Let #y*(z) : J^A/ -• r 2 r*M be the y*-horizontal lift, where y* : T*M -> JT*M is 
the connection induced by y. Then 
/?* : T*MxMT3M » R9 f*(z9 v): =fy*(Hy*(z)(TpM . TpTM(v))9 v) = 
— ( " " J ^ M + TtuTjk) 2**100*010*001 ~~ -^.t-^ioi^oio "" 
"~ Tjk
zixiooxoii "" Tjkzixi10*001 + zf*iii 
is a linear section T*M -+ T3Af the values of which are semi-holonomic 3-forms. 
By Proposition 9, / * determines the unique semi-holonomic sector connection X 
for which the equations (10) give (6), i.e. X is the KoldFs prolongation of y. 
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4. On geodesies of sector connections. Elements of TrM or cross-sections 
C : 7,r_1Af-> T(Tr_tM) are called r-vectors on M or r-vector fields respectively. 
Let X be a sector connection on T2M. We will say that a 2-vector field ( on M over 
a curve c on TM is A-parallel if its T-lift is A-horizontal. Let xl = c\t)9 4 o = c[0(t)9 
xoi = c<>i(0» *ii = c i i(0 be a 2-vector field ( over a curve c. Then ( is A-parallel if 
m\ dcio _ iFi j
 dc* d 4 i 2iri ,1
 dc* 
d* - W - . o c o i dr ^* C l l ~dT' 
If /2<̂  = f, i.e. if TpM£ == prA|<? then £ is said to be the second velocity. Since in the 
induced chart, ci0 = c01 is the condition for f to be the second velocity then instead 
of the second equation of (11) we can use the equation 
( ^ - ^ c i o d ^ / d l - O . 
It means that if X is not projectable then at any 2-vector of the second velocity there 
exists a unique curve c on TM and a unique 2-vector field of the second velocity 
which is A-parallel over c. 
Let y be a linear connection on TM. Then in the case of a 2-vector y-horizontal 
vector field the third equation of (11) is of the form 
ni\ -.* J „* d c _i_ *.- d c - ° ,»* _J_ -.' „1 c ° -
(12) V;*,i.ciocoi -jjp- + ?./*~jj- coi + VifcCio ~ j p = 
_ j .• ^ ClC 3 _ j t j u ^*C 
= v/*iAocoi ""Jjr + FtkyJuci0c01 ~^~ > 
where yjk are the Christofifers functions of y. 
A curve c on Af is called a geodesic of a sector connection X on T2M if its JT3 = 
= rrr-lift T3c is A-horizontal, i.e. if T2c is A-parallel over Tc. Hence the equations 
11) give for a geodesic x{ -= c*(f) the following relations: 
d V t i ^dc^=2Fi dc
J dck 
dt2 ~
 tjk dt dt "" Jk dt dt ' 
dV - dcJ dck dcu 3 • d V dc* 
= F/jku T r: r:—H F/t 
dr3 Jku -* d* dt jk df2 d ' * 
Therefore if c is a geodesic of X then is a geodesic of its underlying connections Xt 
and X2. Hence the question of geodesies there is only in the case of a projectable 
sector connection. If a curve c on M is a geodesic of a projectable sector connection X 
then Tc is ^-horizontal and because of it by (12) we get the conditions for c: 
•dV p i dc' dc* = Ffk 
d ř -
 }k åt át ' 
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dcJ dck dcu 
(Fjku + FtuFjk — Fjktu - FtkFju - FjtKu)-gj- —^ —£f = 0-
It means that every geodesic of X1 is not geodesic of X. The coordinate form (7) of 
Vj gives 
Proposition 11. Let X be a projectable sector connection. Then every geodesic of the 
underlying connection Xt is a geodesic of X iff the symmetrisation ofV\ vanishes. 
A projectable sector connection X on T2M is called geodesic if every geodesic of Xt 
is a geodesic of X. Hence the above introduced connection X* is geodesic. Con-
sequently the Kolaf's and Oproiu's prolongation of a linear connection y on TM 
are geodesic. In general using the formula (6) of [4] one can easily calculate that the 
symmetrisation of Vj for arbitrary natural first order prolongation of y vanishes. 
Hence it holds. 
Proposition 12. Every natural first order prolongation of a linear connection y 
on TM is geodesic. 
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